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Abstract 
Tazawa, S., T. Shirakura and S. Tamura, Enumeration of digraphs with given number 
of vertices of odd out-degree and vertices of odd in-degree, Discrete Mathematics 90 (1991) 
63-74. 
In a digraph, a vertex of odd out(in)-degree is called an odd out(in)-vertex. This paper will give 
the ordinary generating functions for labelled digraphs and unlabelled strict digraphs with given 
numbers of odd out-vertices and odd in-vertices. 
1. Introduction 
This paper considers finite labelled digraphs and unlabelled digraphs. They do 
not have multiple arcs, but the labelled digraphs may have loops on some 
vertices. Because, in enumerating unlabelled digraphs, we need the enumeration 
results of such labelled digraphs having loops on some vertices. A vertex which 
does not have any loop is said to be loopless. In a digraph, a vertex of odd(even) 
out-degree is called an odd(even) out-vertex while a vertex of odd(even) 
in-degree is called an odd(even) in-vertex. A digraph of order p with (Y odd 
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out-vertices, /3 odd in-vertices and k specified loopless vertices is referred to 
as (p, (Y, /I, k)-digraph. A (p, LY, p, p)-digraph is, in particular, said to be strict. 
We shall give the ordinary generating functions for labelled digraphs and 
unlabelled strict digraphs with given numbers of odd out-vertices and odd 
in-vertices. The enumeration methods discussed here are analogous to the 
methods used to produce the ordinary generating functions for labelled un- 
directed graphs and unlabelled undirected graphs with a given number of vertices 
of odd degree, which are seen in Tazawa [2], one of the present authors. 
In the last section we shall show the number of unlabelled (p, (Y, 6, p)-digraphs 
for p G 9. 
2. The enumeration of labelled digraphs 
It is well known that the sum of the number of odd out-vertices and the number 
of odd in-vertices in a digraph is always even. Let (Y and p be nonnegative 
integers such that (Y + p is even. We denote by uL!~,~ the number of labelled 
(p, o, p, k)-digraphs. We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let k and p be integers with 0 s k up and p Z= 1 except when 
k =p = 1, 2. Then 
(2.1) 
Proof. If p = 1, then (2.1) holds obviously. Therefore we consider p > 2. 
Suppose first that k 3 1 and let D be a labelled (p - 1, I, m, k - 1)-digraph on a 
vertex set V. We denote k - 1 loopless vertices in D by ul, v2, . . . , u&i. Now 
we add to D a new vertex vO which does not have a loop. Next we construct a 
digraph from D and v by specifying that: (1) vO is adjacent from a odd 
out-vertices and b even out-vertices of D and (2) v,, is adjacent to c odd 
in-vertices and d even in-vertices of D. Among such digraphs which are 
constructed from D and v,,, then we shall calculate the number N(D, vO) of those 
digraphs which have exactly LY odd out-vertices and /3 odd in-vertices. Since CY + /3 
and 1 + m are both even, two cases are considered. 
Case 1: CY - 1 and j3 - m are both even. 
Then we have 
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Thus N(D, vO) becomes N(D, v,,) =A,,, where 
Case 2: (Y - I and /3 - m are both odd. 
Then we have 
Thus N(D, uo) becomes N(D, vo) = B,, where 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
If the set of labelled (p, (Y, p, k)-digraphs with k loopless vertices 
uo, 211,. . . , v&-_l is denoted by yuc,qQ, then the following is obtained from these 
two cases: 
1 *:$,&I 3 -&J’cc, + B,Mx,> (2.4) 
where 1x1 means the cardinality of the set X and, Nas and M, are the numbers 
of labelled digraphs of order p - 1 with k - 1 loopless vertices vi, vf, . . . , v~_.~ in 
V, satisfying Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Let d$‘zl be the number of all the 
labelled (p - 1, f, m, k - 1)-digraphs on V with the loopless vertices 2r,, . . . , u&-l 
such that 1 and m are both even, and d&f’;?] is defined similarly for I and m being 
both odd. Then it is easily seen that 
N,, = dipk-_l] and M as = d$‘cI{ if (Y and p are both even, 
and (2.5) 
Nap = dgkp_‘l and M ap = d$?j if a and /3 are both odd. 
Since that 
1 u %fb.kj = c Iyuc,q$,kl, 
n+f3:even or+~:even 
the application of (2.5) and the combinatorial formulas to (2.4) gives 
(2.6) 
Since difkyl] + dLf,-‘i is equal to the number of all the labelled digraphs of order 
p - 1 with the loopless vertices ui, . . . , v&-_l in V, that is, 
d$Pkll] + &P,--j = 2(P-?(k-0 
, 
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from (2.6) we obtain 
/ ,+,c?,,, ci=L!Ak 1 ?= Pk. (2.7) 
On the other hand, the left-hand side of (2.7) is equal to 2p’-k. Therefore, the 
equality of (2.4) holds, namely, 
Next we proceed to determine N,, and M,, that is, d!fk?] and dg;.l as seen in 
(2.5). To do this, it is enough to determine d!fL and d%L. From (2.8) we have 
and 
&PL = 2p=-k _ d$Pd = y-k-1 
Thus 
N,, = M,, = 2Wl)*-_(k--1)-1 = 2WU--k 
By applying this to (2.8), 
I’y$$,kl = (;)(;)2”1’2-k. 
is obtained. Noting that 
we have (2.1). A proof in the case k = 0 can be achieved by a bit modification 
of the above proof of the case k 2 1. The proof is completed. •i 
The generating function FP(x, y) having (2.1) as the coefficient of n”y S is given 
by 
3. The enumeration of unlabelled digraphs 
Let us define some notations to show a theorem which gives the ordinary 
generating function for unlabelled strict digraphs with given numbers of odd 
out-vertices and odd in-vertices. For a positive integer p, a p-plet of nonnegative 
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integers, (j) = (jI, j2, . . . , j,) satisfying cF=, rjr = p is called a partition of p. Let 
R, = (2”~ 1 1 S 2% up, w is odd}, 
(3.1) 
A, = C jr, 
MR, 
where m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and consider the nonnegative integer q such that 
&=jl,=... = A,_, = 0 and A, # 0, where A_, = 0. Then q is a function of the 
partition (j) of p, of course. Furthermore, two functions G,(x, y) and H,(x, y) 
depending on q will be introduced. 
G&x, y) = n n (1 +.+‘(l + y’p, (3.2) 
m=q+l rcR, 
ff&,y)= c CCGB) rI, rI, (;)(;)xrfiYST (3.3) 
a+fi:even r S 
0SCX,/3SAy 
where the summation C’“SB’ runs over all possible sets of nonnegative integers f,‘s 
and g,‘s satisfying 
r; fr=aY, Sz gS=P7 Ocfrsjr, Osg,cj,. 
‘I 4 
Now we have the following theorem, which will be proved later. 
(3.4) 
Theorem 2. The generating function having the number of unlabelled (p, CX, /3, p)- 
digraphs as the coefficient of x”y s is given by 
&(x, Y) =;z h(j)2”“‘F,(x, Y)‘%(x, Y)? 
’ J 
(3.5) 
where h(j) =p!/(nkki*jk!), the sum is over all the partitions (j) of p, d(r, s) is the 
greatest common divisor of r and s in 
e(i) = c ((r - l)L - l)L + 2 c (d(r, s) - l)iriS 
r=2 1sr<ssp 
(3.6) 
and F,(x, y) is given as follows: For q = 0, 
{ 
1 if AO=jI = 1, 
F,(x, y) = 1 + 2xy + x’y’ if Iz0=jl=2, 
2(~“-1)2-iH0(x, y) otherwise, 
and for q 3 1, 
F,(x, y) = 2(+r)*Hq(x, y). 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
To prove this theorem we shall prepare powerful tools. For a nonnegative 
integer k let us introduce a linear operator 5, which we name &operator, defined 
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5(-r”) = ( 
1 for even IZ, 
x for odd n. (3.9) 
5 is extended on the ring R of polynomials in variables xl, x2, . . . , x,,, 
Yl, Yz, . . . > yP in such a way that it is a linear operator on R and, moreover, has 
the property E(fg) = Qg(f)E(g)) for elements f, g of R. For example, 
s(&.GY:Y; + kx;Y:Y:) = ax1y1+ h%YZ, 
where a and b are real numbers. 
Lemma 3. Let n be a positive integer and let ul, . . . , u,, ul, . . . , v, be elements 
of R. Then 
E( fi (1 + Ui)(l + Vi)) . (fi (1 + 14jVj))) = 2” fi (1 + &)(l + vi). (3.10) 
i=l j=l i=l 
Proof. From the fact that 
g((l + Ui)(l + Vi)(l + UiVi)) = 2(1 + Uj)(l + vi), 
the required result is obtained. 0 
Lemma 4. Let n be a positive integer and let ul, . . . , u,, vl, . . . , v, be elements 
of R. Then 
4( rI ( 1 + UiVj)(l + ViUj) I -Si<jSn ) ’ ifi (1 + %)(l+ vi)) * (I3 t1 + ujvj))) j=l 
= 2”’ fi (1 + u,)(l + Vi). (3.11) 
i=l 
Proof. When n = 1, (3.11) holds obviously. We consider n 3 2. Applying Lemma 
3 to the product of the second and third members of the left-hand side of (3.11) 
and noticing the expression 
E((l + UiVj)(l + Ui)(l+ Vj))=2(1 + UJ(1 + Vj), 
the left-hand side of (3.11) becomes 
2n2=) fi (1 + U,)(l + v;) = 2”’ fi (1 + L&)(1 + Vi), 
i=l i=l 
0 (3.12) 
Lemma 5. Let n and I be integers with n ~landO~l~n,providedthatO<l~n 
when n = 1, 2, and let u,, . . . , u,, v,, . . . , v, be elements of R. Then 
&z(YJ = 2@-‘)*-@-‘) c c* u,, . . . ujm’uj, . . f ?Jjn, 
a+fs:even 
O=SCY,R=Sn 
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where 
K= ( 1 g ,(l + Uivj)(l + vi"j)) * (fJ C1 + Uivi)) (3.13) < =z 
and the second summation C * runs over every pair ({iI, iz, . . . , i,}, 
{iI, j2, . . . , jp}) of a-subsets (subsets of cardinality a) and P-subsets of 
{1,2, . . . , n}. 
Proof. The factor 1+ UiVj means that for the vertices i and j, there are two ways 
of either placing or not placing an arc from i to j. When i = j, in particular, 
1 + UiVi means two ways of either placing a loop or not on the vertex i. It follows 
that after expanding Y,, a term u;‘Iup. - * u~@J;Z~ . * v: corresponds to the 
labelled digraph of order n with n - 1 loopless vertices I + 1, I + 2, . . . , n, where 
in the digraph the vertex i has out-degree di and in-degree ei (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). If 
we first apply &operator to the expanded expression of Y,, then it is easily seen 
that c(Y,J is represented in the form 
E(K(4, . . . , un; Vl, . . . 9 V”)) 
where ~,(a; p) is the number depending only n, (Y, p such that cx + 6 is even and 
0 c (Y, p < n, since the sum of the number of odd out-vertices and the number of 
odd in-vertices is always even. We denote the right-hand side of (3.14) by 
T,(Ul, . . . ,&I; 111, . . . > v,). If we assign one value, say X, to all u’s and the 
another value, say y, to all v’s in (3.14), then 
(3.15) 
is obtained. Since each term of the expanded expression of 
y,(u,, . . . , 42; Vl, . . . , v,) is associated with the labelled digraph as already seen 
above, the coefficient, c,((Y, p)(z)(z), of x”ys in (3.15) means the number of 
labelled (n, (Y, /3, n - I)-digraphs in which n - 1 loopless vertices are specified. 
Thus it follows from Theorem 1 that 
i.e., 
c,((Y, m(;)(;) = (;)(;)2(“-‘)*-(“? 
Q&,, /.J) = 2(n-nz-(n-‘). 0 
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Harary and Palmer (11 considered the enumeration of strict digraphs with a 
given sequence of ordered pairs consisting of the out-degree and in-degree of 
each vertex. We arbitrarily order the ordered pairs in the sequence somewhat 
lexicographically, i.e., first we insist that the out-degrees be in descending order, 
then for equal out-degrees we stipulate that the in-degrees be in descending 
order. Such a ordered sequence is referred to as a locally degree sequence. The 
generating function that enumerates trict digraphs of order p with a given degree 
sequence is a polynomial N(x,, x2, . . . , x,;y,, y,, . . . , y,) in which each term is 
in the form 
@&2. . . $Py;ly~. . . y2, 
where (4, 4, (4, e2), . . . , Cd,, e,) is a locally degree sequence. The coefficient 
of such a term is the number of strict digraphs with the degree sequence 
(4, ei), (d2, e2), . . . , Cd,, ep>. 
We define another linear operation 8 on the ring R of polynomials by 
specifying that for any monomial, x$ * . . $Py;l . . . yF, in R, 8 reorders the 
sequence (4, ed, (d2, e,), . . . , (d,, e,) lexicographically, which means that the 
way is the same as the way that orders a degree sequence. For example, 
~(x%&YTY:Y1Y”4) =xX&Y~Y:Y~Y:. 
The following theorem is given in [l]. 
Theorem 6. The generating function that enumerates strict digraphs with a degree 
sequence is 
where S, is the symmetric group of order p, acting on (1, 2, . . . , p}, and 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
in which the first product is over all distinct pairs of cycles z,, z, in the permutation 
(Y and the second is over all cycles of LY. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
It is enough to show that W(a) in (3.17) becomes 2”“‘F,(x, y)G,(x, y) in (3.9, 
using &operator, where the number, jk(a), of cycles of length k in the 
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permutation a: is jk, i.e., 
(jr(o), j2(o), . . . , i,(a)) = (ib j2, . . . , j,). 
Put u(z) = lJicr xi and n(z) = flje,yj for each cycle z in (Y. E, and S,(f(*)) for a 
positive integer r, where f(e) is a function, are also defined as follows: 
and 
0 ifr=l, 
E, = 
1 if r 2 2, 
From the formula E((1 +x)“) = 2”-‘(1 +x) for an integer n > 1, we have 
E(W(o)) = Q, . Qz. Qs - Q4, (4.1) 
where 
Ql = fl 224rJ)-2, 
2,s 2s 
Q2 = fl { (1 + u(z~)“‘““,“‘v(~~)“~(‘.“))(l + ~(z,)S’~(‘~~)u(z~)“~(~~~))}, 
z,, % 
Q3 = n 2&r(4), 
=, 
Q4 = n &Cl+ u(zrb4~)). 
zv 
It is clear that 
Ql = 2’1’“) and Q3 = 2’3(“), 
where 
t,(cU) = c (2r -2)(i) + 2 C (d(r, s) - l)jrjS, 
r=l 1sr<ssp 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
In addition to the notations in (3.1), let us define another notation: 
5;, = {zr ( z, is a cycle of length r E R, in (Y}, 
where m=O, 1,2,. . . When z, and z, are in the same cm, both s/d(r, S) and 
r/d(r, S) are odd. Otherwise, *one is odd and another one is even. Since the value 
of the empty product is 1, thus Q2 becomes 
E(Q2) = Q21 . Q22, 
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where 
Qzl = mvq =,E  Cl+ 4zrMzs)W + 4zrWs)), 
.I m 
Qzz = qsy<m (=; Cl+ u(zr))(l + W))Am’ 
I m 
(4.4) 
and Q4 becomes 
Q4 = n n W + 4zrMzr)). 
m=q Get, 
(4.5) 
Furthermore, Qz2 can be written in the form 
E( Q& = 2’“‘“’ J.-I rI (1 + U(G))(l + rJ(zr)), (4.6) 
m=q+l Z,E& 
where 
&*(a) = 2_z+r L( (Y li> - 1). 
i=q 
(4.7) 
Consequently, W(a) can be arranged as follows: 
,k(w(&)) = 2rl(@+r3(@+k(aY)A 
4 I-I B*, (43) 
m=q+l 
where 
A, = [ n 
2,. 2, E GJ 
(I+ +~)G))(l + ~(G)~(G))}{~~ 63 + u(z,)+J)} 
r Y 
(4.9) 
B, = (= i, (I+ +)~(zs))(l + n(~)%))) 
,,I m 
x ( rI (1+ G))(l + u(G)) * (=G (1 + uow)) 3 
GELI r m 
m=q+l,q+2,.... (4.10) 
Observe first that A,, Bq+l, Bq+*, . . . do not mutually have a common variable 
among x1, x2, . . . , xp and yl, y2, . . . , yp. We shall apply &operator to 
A,, Bq+r, Bq+z, . . . 9 until each of these expressions becomes linear for each 
variable. After that, we shall substitute one value, say x, for all of x1, . . . , xp and 
another one value y for all of yr, . . . , y, in each expression. We denote the 
expression, which is obtained by this procedure, by lj(Aq)[xi-tx; Yj+Y] for A,, 
for example. From the definition of a,, there are two cases to consider A,. 
Casel: q=O. 
When A,, = j, = 1, we have A0 = 1 obviously. When & = jr = 2, it can be seen 
easily that 
S(Ao)[Xi-tx; Yj -+y]=(1+xy)(l+yx)=1+2Xy+X2y2. (4.11) 
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Table 1 
The number am0 of unlabelled (p, CY, b, p)-digraphs 
p=l p=2 p=3 p=4 
I 
zFqyq?jy 
co: 0) 1 (2: 2) 4 (410) 
10 
3 
(2, 0) 2 (3J3) 
(1, 1) 3 (3, 1) 
(0,O) 2 (2,2) 
(2,O) 
(1, 1) 
(090) 
26 
26 
56 
10 
26 
6 
p=7 
(a; B) 
(777) 111764 
(7?5) 2289208 
(7,3) 3799292 
(7, 1) 770112 
(6>6) 5337712 
(6,4) 26444480 
(6, 2) 15914272 
(690) 770832 
(595) 47526232 
(5, 3) 79042048 
(5, 1) 15912192 
(4P4) 131515292 
(4J2) 79048224 
(410) 3801372 
(3>3) 131509116 
(3, 1) 26442400 
(2P2) 47532408 
(2?0) 2291288 
(1, 1) 5336992 
(0, 0) 112484 
p=8 
(a; B) 
(898) 55363224 
(876) 1539506848 
(8,4) 3840891232 
(8,2) 1539463168 
NO) 55341104 
(7,7) 3518253552 
(7>5) 24552473680 
(773) 24552473680 
(7, 1) 3518253552 
(6>6) 42953372768 
(6>4) 107260630528 
(6>2) 42953285376 
(6,O) 1539463168 
(5,s) 171546610224 
(5,3) 171546610224 
(5, 1) 24552473680 
(4>4) 267923256256 
(412) 107260630528 
(470) 3840891232 
(3?3) 171546610224 
(3, 1) 24552473680 
(2,2) 42953372768 
(270) 1539506848 
(1, 1) 3518253552 
(0, 0) 55363224 
p=5 p=6 
p=9 
(979) 99732947184 
(977) 3584012537952 
(9>5) 12534697693136 
(9,3) 8358534061248 
(9, 1) 896679244544 
(898) 8063790933648 
(896) 75189322562688 
(8,4) 112762353768064 
(8,2) 32236408428160 
(8,O) 896679948304 
(7?7) 128886999279328 
(7, 5) 450900676713408 
(7J3) 300645648850752 
(7, 1) 32236405623680 
(6,6) 701333725594048 
(6>4) 1051871347485888 
(672) 300645660052032 
(670) 8358536865728 
(5, 5) 1577634776256720 
(5J3) 1051871330692288 
(5, 1) 112762349564544 
(4,4) 1577634801440976 
(472) 450900693507008 
(470) 12534701896656 
(3,3) 701333714392768 
(3, 1) 75189319758208 
(292) 128887010480608 
(210) 3584015342432 
(11 1) 8063790229888 
(0,O) 99733650944 
(6t6) 928 
(6,4) 11672 
(6,2) 11680 
(670) 832 
(525) 27784 
(5, 3) 90416 
(5, 1) 27784 
(4,4) 168608 
(4J2) 168344 
(490) 11680 
(3?3) 297312 
(3, 1) 90416 
(2,2) 168608 
(2JO) 11672 
(1, 1) 27784 
(090) 928 
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Suppose that A,, 3 3 or O=%ji < A, when A, = 1,2. Then put IZ = A,, and 
1= A0 -jr in Lemma 5 and we have 
where the summation C * is over every pair ({rr , r,, . . . ? r,>, {Sl, sz, . . . , sg)) of 
a-subsets and P-subsets of 5;,,. Since the right-hand side of (4.12) is linear for 
each of xi and y,, it follows that ij(A,)[_q-x; y,+ y] is equal’to F&x, y), which is 
given in (3.7). 
Case 2: 4 2 1. 
Then put n = I = A, in Lemma 5 and we have 
E(A,) = 2(*,-‘)’ c c* u(zr,) . . . u(z,,)v(z~,) . . . v(zs,), 
n+fi:even 
O=%Y,/3G, 
(4.13) 
where the summation C * is over every pair ({r, , r,, . . . , r,>, {sl, s2, . . . , so)) of 
a-subsets and P-subsets of &. Thus it follows from (4.13) that c(A,)[q+x; 
yj+y] is equal to F4(x, y), which is given in (3.8). 
Finally we shall consider B,. Put it = A, in Lemma 4. Then we have 
c(B,) = 2nL zc (1 + u(zr))(l + v(z~)), m = q + 1, q + 2, . . . . (4.14) 
r m 
Thus 
E( n &)]Xi +x;y,+y] = 2’“‘“‘G,(x, y), (4.15) 
m=q+l 
where te(cu) = Cmcq+, AZ and G,(x, y) is given in (3.2). By setting 
e(i) = ti(a) + U(Y) + t22(4 + b(a), 
hence, the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 0 
5. Table 
The digraph obtained from a (p, cr, /3, p)-digraph by reversing the orientation 
of each arc is obviously a (p, p, (Y, p)-digraph. Thus the number of unlabelled 
(p, a, /3, p)-digraphs is equal to the number of unlabelled (p, /3, LY, p)-digraphs. 
In the table in this section we shall show the number a+ of unlabelled 
(p, LY, /3, p)-digraphs for every pair (a, p) which satisfies LY + /3 is even and 
Ocp<cu<pforeachp=1,2,3,. ._,9. 
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